
 

SPELLING BOOKLET 
YEAR 5 

 
SPRING TERM 1 

 
 
 
 

Name………………………………………………………………. 

  

Achieve the BRONZE level if you score 5 on your weekly spellings 

Achieve the SILVER level if you score 7 on your weekly spellings 

Achieve the GOLD level if you score 10 on your weekly spellings 



   

Week 1                          Spelling Practise 

                      Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check 

Spelling pattern:  creating nouns using the suffix  ‘ity’  

Flexible (take off the e) add ity: flexibility                        major  - add ity majority 

Look and 

cover 

Write and check Write and check Write and check 

community    

curiosity    

ability    

visibility    

captivity    

activity    

eternity    

flexibility    

possibility    

sensitivity    

 

Investigate other words that follow the same spelling pattern: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle your level 

 

 



   

 

 



   

Week 2                                      Spelling Practise                                                                 

                           Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check  

Spelling pattern:  creating nouns using the suffix ‘ness’ 

Hard add ness: hardness       tidy (take off the y  add i)  add ness:  tidiness 

Look and 

cover 

Write and check Write and check Write and check 

happiness    

hardness    

madness    

nastiness    

silliness    

tidiness    

childishness    

willingness    

carelessness    

foolishness    

 

Investigate other words that follow the same spelling pattern: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle your level 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



   

Week 3                                      Spelling Practise                                                                 

                           Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check  

Spelling pattern:  creating nouns by adding the suffix ‘ship’ 

Apprentice add ship:  apprenticeship 

Look and 

cover 

Write and check Write and check Write and check 

membership    

ownership    

partnership    

dictatorship    

championship    

craftsmanship    

fellowship    

apprenticeship    

citizenship    

sponsorship    

 

Investigate other words that follow the same spelling pattern: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Circle your level 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 



   

Week 4                                     Spelling Practise                                                                 

                           Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check  

Spelling pattern:  homophones and near homophones 

Words that sound the same but can have different meanings and spellings 

Look and 

cover 

Write and check Write and check Write and check 

steel    

steal    

wary    

weary    

who’s    

whose    

fate    

fete    

stationary    

stationery    

 

Practise this spelling pattern online using Spellzone homophones 

Investigate other words that follow the same spelling pattern: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle your level 

 

 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/list-4664.htm


   

 

 

The knife is made of stainless ……..…. 

The mugger tried to ……..….. my wallet. 

 

I’m very ………….. of the dangerous creature. 

They were ……….… from their travels. 

 

…………. coat is that? 

……..….. going to the zoo? 

 

Our train was ……………….. for over an hour. 

I buy all the ……….….. for our office? 

 

I cant to go to the village ………...… 

It was a cruel twist of ……………. 

 

 

  



   

Week 5                                    Spelling Practise                                                                 

                           Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check  

Spelling pattern:  homophones and near homophones 

Words that sound the same but can have different meanings and spellings 

Look and 

cover 

Write and check Write and check Write and check 

cereal    

serial    

desert    

dessert    

draft    

draught    

profit    

prophet    

alter    

altar    

 

Practise this spelling pattern online using Spellzone homophones  

Investigate other words that follow the same spelling pattern: 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Circle your level 

 

 

https://www.spellzone.com/word_lists/list-4667.htm


   

 

Most children like …………….. for breakfast. 

This tv drama is a weekly ………….. 

 

 Why did the soldier ……..…. his post? 

I’d like ice-cream for ………….. 

 

This is the first ……….…. of my story. 

A cold …….…… swept through the door. 

 

I hope I make a …….….. on this cake sale. 

The …….…….. said a holy man would come. 

 

There are no candles on the ………... 

I’m going to ………… my hairstyle. 

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

Termly Review 

 Tricky words I need to practise: 

Look, say, cover Write and check Write and check Write and check 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 



   

 

                                       Year 5, 6 Statutory Word List 

How many words can you spell? ……….            ✓ the words you can spell 

 

accommodate criticise immediate (ly) recommend 

accompany curiosity individual relevant 

according definite interfere restaurant 

achieve desperate interrupt rhyme 

aggressive determined language rhythm 

amateur develop leisure sacrifice 

ancient dictionary lightning secretary 

apparent disastrous marvellous shoulder 
appreciate embarrass mischievous signature 

attached environment muscle sincere (ly) 

available equip -ped -ment necessary soldier 

average especially neighbour stomach 

awkward exaggerate nuisance sufficient 

bargain excellent occupy suggest 

bruise existence opportunity symbol 

category explanation parliament system 

cemetery familiar persuade temperature 

communicate foreign physical thorough 

community forty prejudice twelfth 

competition frequently privilege variety 

conscience government profession vegetable 

conscious guarantee programme vehicle 
controversy harass pronunciation yacht 

convenience hindrance queue  

correspond identity recognise  

 

 

 


